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Economic Resilience

Southward view from Ecola State 
Park, Northern Oregon Coast 
(Noodle snacks, Wikipedia)



Resilience

Most people think of resilience as a reaction to the threats of 
natural disasters. They think of earthquakes, tsunamis and 
floods. They think of safety and clean up, not the economy.



What We Need Them to Think About



Long after the clean up from a disaster ends, the economy 
still suffers, but it doesn’t have to be this way.

We can put policies and structures in place to mitigate the 
effects natural and financial disasters have on our economies. 
That is what we are here to do! Our CPW Team will work with 
you on this over the next several months.



UO IPRE Project Objectives (Now-June)

Strategic Economic Resilience
→Develop recommendations for how to incorporate 
resilience into the updated CEDS.

Local Level Resilience
→ Develop actionable, prioritized strategies in 
several CWEDD communities that will 
contribute to their economic resilience.



UO IPRE Roles

Interviews and background research   → Find best practices

Priorities workshop                             → Identify CWEDD priorities

Synthesize CWEDD priorities              → Create CEDS Evaluation Tool

Culminate best practices, interviews, 
and content analysis                           →

CEDS Resilience & Evaluation 
Recommendations Memo

Present an Economic Resilience         →
community workshop series

Develop a summary of local level 
priorities and actions, and workshop 
template

What We Will Do: Outcomes:



Advisory Group
Your Role:

- Determine economic resilience priorities to incorporate into CWEDD's economic 
development strategy via the CEDS

- Recommend changes to CEDS's that will better support economic resilience

Recommendations will ultimately go to the CWEDD Board and Staff to make the final 
decision on what's included in the CEDS update

Your Responsibilities (March - April):

- Meet with the UO IPRE team 3-5 times
- Engage in a short interview with a UO IPRE team member about strategic economic 

resilience in CWEDD
- Provide written feedback periodically on draft recommendations created by the UO 

IPRE team



●  RESEARCH AND 
KNOWLEDGE 
BUILDING

● PLANNING

●  GOVERNANCE
● FINANCING

● INFRASTRUCTURE

● ECONOMIC 
DIVERSIFICATION

● Steady-State Initiatives

● Responsive Initiatives● PROCUREMENT 
STRATEGIES 

●  BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
& RISK MANAGEMENT

● WORKFORCE 
SUPPORT● COUNSELING AND 

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE

● COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEMS

ECONOMIC RESILIENCE TOOLS



What Are Your Economic Resilience Goals?


